Abstract. In the past decades, there are many researches relating to 3D object model building in the fields of computer vision and photogrammetry, and camera calibration is one of most important hot topics among those. In this paper, we first reviewed the theory and its applications on camera calibration with vanishing points. Furthermore, a novel approach to camera calibration by multiimage vanishing points is proposed. This approach overcame the demerit of the theory based on single image; the accuracy of interior and exterior orientation parameters calibrated became better and more stable.
Introduction
The researches relating to three-dimensional target reconstruction from 2D images by point-andshoot camera is always a hotspot in the fields of computer vision and photogrammetry, and the interior parameters of camera, which determine on the geometry relationship between 2D images and 3D objects, plays an important role. The process obtaining interior parameters of camera is termed with camera calibration. For camera calibration we mostly use the simplest imaging geometry model-linear imaging model of camera. It is necessary that we calibrate the camera before 3D object reconstruction.
In the field of photogrammetry, there are a lot traditional methods for camera calibration, such as the optical indoor Calibration, test field calibration, online calibration and stellar calibration etc. The advantage of these methods is that calibrating accuracy is very high, so they can meet the demand of the surveying task, which mostly need high precision. However, most of them are almost placing a number of reference objects in the front of camera, it makes that the applications of these methods are not flexible, and in many special environments, there are no reference objects or test range. With the rapid popularization and development of digital camera, many researchers were engaged in the novel calibrating method without reference objects. In some conditions, we do not need camera calibration with high accuracy, and sometimes the focal length of camera is even adjusted according to the distance and the size of the object, thus we can't calibrate the camera ahead of time. Therefore, the camera calibrating method without reference objects-calibration based on vanishing points is applied broadly.
Reviews of Camera Calibration with Vanishing Points
Under perspective projection, lines, which are parallel in space, will converge to a point in the image plane, this point is called the vanishing point. Initially, it is B Caprile and V Torre who applied the vanishing points on camera calibration in 1990 [1] . They presented a new method for the calibration of a vision system which consists of multiple cameras. Based on simple properties of vanishing points, the interior orientation parameters of each camera were recovered from a single image of a cube. And the exterior orientation parameters of a pair of cameras were estimated from an image stereo pair of a suitable planar pattern. Firstly, we could compute the rotation matrix by matching the corresponding vanishing points in the two images, then the translation vector was estimated by means of a simple triangulation. Extensive experimentation showed that the precision achieved with the proposed method was sufficient to accomplish machine vision tasks that require camera calibration, like depth from stereo and motion from image sequence.
Afterwards, many studies on camera calibration are based on vanishing points. Prof. Heuvel in Delft University was keeping up on the branch of Architectural Photogrammetry, where he calibrated camera using vanishing points [5] . He mainly calibrated interior parameters of camera applying the image of three-point perspective; accordingly line photogrametry was used to solve the problem of 3D model reconstruction. Roberto Cipolla in University of Cambridge addressed the strict geometrically intuitive condition of object (parallelism and orthogonality) to calibrate the interior and exterior orientation parameters of the non-metric cameras and to recover Euclidean models of the scene from only two images from arbitrary positions [6] .
Schuster et al tried to introduce the advantage of vanishing points to navigating an intellectual robot, their objective is to steer a mobile robot based on the vanishing points of parallel lines in its environment [7] . Tsai employed a hexagon as the calibration target to generate a vanishing line of the ground plane from its projected image, and calibrated parameters include the orientation, the position, and the focal length of a camera [9] . Prof. Nevatia in University of Southern California calibrated the camera by applying with the vanishing line in level plane and the vanishing point in perpendicular in order to analyze people's motion [8] .
Camera Calibration of Multi-image Vanishing Points
Starting from the perspective of photogrammetry, this proposed an adjustment model of vanishing point that views line information in images as observation, thereby obtained modeling with multiple images. Its fundamental geometric model is shown as Figure 1 : Suppose vanishing points in three orthogonal directions in one image respectively are ∞ ∞ ∞ Z Y X , , , i.e. three-point perspective, and S denotes the perspective center. According to Figure 1 , the principal point lies at the orthocentre of the triangle formed by the vanishing points.
Adjustment Model
Vanishing point is the key factor of calibrating because the parameters being calibrated are all the functions of vanishing points. In this paper an adjustment model between image lines and vanishing points is formulated to calibrate camera(detailed in [4] ).
Supposing that one group of parallel lines in one-image crosses in vanishing point V, ij is one of those lines. Then three points needs the condition of collinearity, if the coordinates of vanishing points is unknown, thus we can build indirect observation adjustment model with unknown (formula 1): The computation of vanishing points is not the aim of calibration, it just links straight lines of image to calibrating parameters. Therefore, vanishing point should not be regarded as unknown in adjustment model. Linearizing formula mentioned above, we can get the equation as follows: 
Calibration Model of Lens Distortion
Optical distortion error is an important factor that influences quality of point coordinates. There are three forms of nonlinear optical distortion of camera lens: radial distortion, decentering distortion, and prism distortion. Weng's experiment indicated that the sum of error resulted from non-radial distortion is approximate 1/7-1/8 of that from radial distortion [14] . The experiment in this paper also proved that the sum of error resulted from non-radial distortion is 18.84% of that from radial distortion where exists the maximum distortion. And Tsai put forward that introducing excessive nonlinear parameters could not improve precision but could cause instability of solutions, when using nonlinear optimization method in calibration of camera [15] . Therefore, the approach that this paper proposes only considers the influence of the first two coefficients of radial distortion on vanishing point. According to formula 1, we get the rectified coordinate of image point:
Where, ( )
is the coordinate of image point after the correction of distortion. After linearization, we can get the formula as follows: Hereby, the calibration model with radial distortion will be the formula as follows: 
Experiment and Analysis
In practical calibrating test we use of the Rollei d30 metric -10 camera with known intrinsic parameters, its image size is 1280*1024(pixel). The pixel size is 0.007mm/pixel. Its focal length is 10.570mm and the principal point is (0.21mm, 0.14mm).
In calibrating experiment, four images are taken by the way of rotating to the corner of one building.(See Figure. (2) - (5)). First single-view calibrations based on vanishing points to the four images are respectively operated, simultaneously, the multi-image calibration combining all of the four images is also modeled and calculate in the both way of lens distortion parameters and nondistortion parameters (the results of calibration are listed on Table 1 ). As experiment is shown, the multi-image calibration model with distortion parameters has the better result than the model with non-distortion parameters. Therefore, this camera calibration with vanishing points of multi-image has the special advantage that other methods don't exist. In the case of no high-precision test range, this calibration method mentioned in this paper has good prospects aiming at common zoom digital camera.
